RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

1st Race The Happy Times Handicap Div - II
CHAITANYA

Md20-21 -

281⁄211057

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over
met interference as the start was affected.

53⁄211646

1400 Mts.

returned bleeding after the

race.

SONG OF GLORY

Md19-20 - 83⁄202134 fly jumped whereby Jockey lost his right iron stirrup which he regained after

travelling a few strides. and met interference at the start and again passing 200mts. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20347 met interference passing 800
mts. Oty21 - 144⁄2113 was observed to lug in in the final stages of the race.

STRIKING DISTANCE

Md19-20 - 142⁄201898 met interference and stumbled and dropped back soon after the start Md20-21 -

141⁄21854 met inteference in the final stages of the race and received check as the start was affected. 182⁄211394 Jockey reported that he
accidentally lost his whip passing the 200 metres.

BEAUTY OF THE TURF

Md19-20 - 73⁄202045 Jockey was cautioned for negotiating the final bend wide when there was an opening

available closer to the inner railings. Md20-21 - 1412⁄20346 received check passing the 800 metres. 172⁄211312 Jockey reported that he
accidentally lost his whip at about the 100 metres. 53⁄2116312 suffered from Epistaxis (EIPH) during the race.

BIG TREASURE

Md19-20 - 81⁄201272 turned her head towards the left as the start was affected and hence was slow to

start losing about a length or two.

INTOX

Md20-21 - 1512⁄20(40) jumped awkwardly inwards as the start was affected. 2412⁄20607 clip the heels of

the front runner, stumble and loose 2 to 3 lengths in the process.

AZERIA

Md20-21 - 42⁄211144 jumped awkwardly inwards and bumped at the start.

53⁄21(167) fly jumped

awkwardly inwards as the start was affected.

GALLANT STAR
Md19-20 - 73⁄202038 was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths.
nd Race The Royal Beauty Handicap Div - II
Cl-III, 40-65
1400 Mts.
4
3
GLORIOUS TRUST
Md19-20 - 7 ⁄20207 drifted wide out negotiating the final bend despite Jockey’s efforts before returning

2

to even keel entering the straight.

GRAND ROYAL

Md20-21 - 141⁄21873 was hanging in for major part of the straight.

RIPPLING WATERS

Md20-21 - 252⁄211477 met interference passing the 350 metres.

STAR RANKING

Md20-21 - 211⁄2196 0 withdraw on Veterinary grounds, due to injury to the right fore tendon. Oty21

- 144⁄214 4 jumped awkwardly outwards.

BOOMS LANG

Md20-21 - 611⁄20711 was observed to be hanging out while negotiating the bend despite Jockey’s efforts.

GANTON

Md19-20 - 82⁄201750 reared up while in the stalls and injured the rider and was permitted to be withdrawn.

73⁄202080 was reluctant to be stalled despite Jockey’s efforts and was permitted to be withdrawn. Md20-21 - 262⁄211556 met interference
and bumped soon after the start.

PACIFIC

Md20-21 - 102⁄21(119) jumped awkwardly inwards & Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in the

final stages of the race.

PINEWOOD
Md20-21 - 102⁄211206 jumped awkwardly inwards. 172⁄211376 met interference passing the 900 metres.
rd Race The Royal Beauty Handicap Div - I
Cl-III, 40-65
1400 Mts.
3
12
1
STAR ELEGANT
Md19-20 - 19 ⁄1990 met interference at the start. 2 ⁄20(118) slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

3

291⁄20163 2 was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths. 142⁄20191 3 was slow to start losing about 4 lengths. Oty21 - 154⁄2110 2 was
slow to start losing about a length.

TORBERT

Md20-21 - 611⁄2072 Jockey reported that his mount was running green for major part of the race.

1412⁄20(38) drifted out sharply in the final stages of the race.

COTTON HALL

Oty21 - 154⁄21103 was slow to start losing about a length.

FUN STORM

Md20-21 - 141⁄21865 received check as the start was affected. 262⁄21(158) Jockey was fined for dropping

his hands before passing the post.

ROYAL RULES

Md20-21 - 131⁄21825 received check as the start was affected.

COMANCHE BRAVE

Md19-20 - 73⁄202086 met interference at the start. Md20-21 - 11⁄21666 was observed to drop back passing

the 200 metres. 211⁄21946 suffered from Epistaxis (EIPH) during the race.

PIRATE’S LOVE

Md20-21 - 141⁄21917 was observed to drop back passing the 200 metres. 281⁄211015 met interference

as the start was affected.

4th Race The Meticulous Plate
MARANELLO

AMBER LIGHTNING

Cl-3y, Maiden

1200 Mts.

Md20-21 -

172⁄211335

jumped awkwardly outwards.

Md20-21 -

262⁄211564

Jockey reported that his reigns slipped momentarily while changing whip hand

for a few strides passing the 150 metres.

BEAUREGARD

Md20-21 - 172⁄211337 bumped at the start.

FASHION OF STARS

Md20-21 - 42⁄2111011 met interfernce as the start was affected & was slow into stride, the filly was trotting

lame on right hind after the race.

LA NORA

Md20-21 - 1712⁄20479 jumped awkwardly inwards, losing about 2 lengths. 211⁄21928 received checked,

the latter dropped back by a few lengths, approaching the 800 metres.

OCARINA

Md20-21 - 252⁄211468 was observed to hang out negotiating the final bend and was observed to run

green.

SWEET FRAGRANCE

Md20-21 - 11⁄21613 was observed to hang in despite Jockey’s efforts passing the 600 metres till the 250

metres. 42⁄211103 met interference soon after the start and drop back 2 to 3 lengths.

5th Race The Polished Chrome Handicap
GALVARINO

SOARING HIGH

Cl-II, 60-85

BgS19 -

88⁄191753

M19-20 -

161⁄20(92)

1200 Mts.

was slowly away and lost few lengths.
had an abrasion at the left hind pastern. 123⁄201813 met interference at the start and

had checked his mount and changed course approaching 1000mts.
Md20-21 - 2412⁄20593 The Bit used on shifted out to the left during the race. 211⁄21962 Jockey was fined

COPPER QUEEN

for repeatedly looking back in the straight.

MON GENERAL

HyM19 - 309⁄191434 took a fly jump when the start was effected, losing about 1 or 2 lengths.

MZILIKAZI

M19-20 - 241⁄201118 shifted out and brushed the haunches and was steadied in the final stages of the

race.
Md19-20 - 132⁄201840 stopped galloping passing the 800 metres, drifted wide out and did not finish the

EMISSARY
race.

M19-20 - 241⁄201105 met interference at the start and again passing the 200 metres. 232⁄201562 ducked

GODS PLAN

outwards approaching the 600 metres and met interference approaching the 400 metres. and Jockey reported that his mount had shied
outwards for no apparent reason, not giving him sufficient time to exercise control enquiry has been initiated into the running and riding.
Md20-21 - 1512⁄20(43) stumbled as the start was affected losing about a length. 141⁄21903 Jockey reported that he accidently lost his whip
at about the 350 metres.
Md19-20 - 21⁄201207 was observed to be hanging in soon after the start. Md20-21 - 611⁄2088 met

PRETTY GAL

interference from the 650 to 600 metres. 2011⁄20208 met bad interference passing the 300 metres.
Md20-21 - 141⁄21915 Jockey was fined for excessive use of the whip. 182⁄211426 Jockey was fined for

BREAKING BOUNDS

dropping his hands before passing the post.
Md19-20 - 1312⁄19(82) jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 1412⁄203510 was found to be lame on right

MAGNETISM
fore due to a sprained fetlock.

6th Race The Botanical Garden Cup Div - I
RUSH MORE

after the race. Md20-21 -

Md19-20 172⁄2113710

83⁄202138

Cl-IV, 20-45

1300 Mts.

was observed to be hanging out in the straight. and returned lame on right fore

Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in in the straight. 262⁄211559 tried to veer out soon after

the start and was inclined to hang out negotiating the final bend and on entering the straight drifted wide out.

TRENDING PRINCESS

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20590 reared up inside the stall, suffered from Epistaxis and therefore was permitted to

be withdrawn on veterinary ground.

INCREDIBLE STAR

Md19-20 - 221⁄201482 jumped awkwardly inwards and lugged at the start. Md20-21 - 112⁄211273 Jockey

reported that his mount was lugging in under pressure in the final stages of the race.

PRICELESS TREASURE

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20590 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on right fore due to

infected cellulites.

PROTEA

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20534 jumped awkwardly inwards as the start was affected. 42⁄211075 met interference

approaching the 500 metres. 252⁄211503 jumped awkwardly inwards.

WILD PASSION

Oty19 - 305⁄19926 slipped from fore momentarily at the 800 metres passage. 76⁄191202 stumbled at about

the 800 metres. Md20-21 - 2412⁄205311 met interference soon after the start.

GLORIOUS SUNLIGHT

Md20-21 - 281⁄211005 jumped awkwardly inwards. 172⁄211352 received check passing the 900 metres

& Jockey reported that his mount was lugging in the straight passing the 300 metres whereby he shifted in onto the inner rails to make his
running, thereafter passing the 150 metres his mount was lugging out.

7th Race The Botanical Garden Cup Div - II
STAR SYMBOL

Md19-20 -

291⁄201627

Cl-IV, 20-45

1300 Mts.

veered out immediately after the start onto the outer railings and ran detached

from the field till the 650 meters, returned lame on right fore after the race. Md20-21 - 141⁄21879 suffered from EIPH (epistaxis) during the
race.

NAGADA

Md20-21 - 262⁄211549 jumped awkwardly inwards as the start.

BEAUTEOUS MAXIMUS

Md20-21 - 1712⁄20477 jumped awkwardly outwards and jumped awkwardly inwards, losing about 2

lengths. 281⁄211033 was slow to start losing about a length.

WILD FRANK

Md20-21 - 281⁄211009 met interference losing about 2 to 3 lengths.

MAJESTIC CHARMER

Md20-21 - 1412⁄20314 slowly off losing about a length at the start.

FLASH STAR

Md19-20 - 151⁄201364 met interference at the start. Md20-21 - 611⁄2038 bumped the starting stall and

jumped awkwardly outwards losing about 2 lengths. 141⁄21889 suffered from EIPH (epistaxis) during the race.

UP AND AT THEM

Oty19 - 66⁄191063 met interference losing about 3 lengths. Md19-20 - 612⁄19726 An enquiry has been

initiated into the running and riding. 221⁄201488 Jockey was fined for dropping his position at the 800 metres for no apparent reason. and
was found to have ILH Grade 1(Laryngeal abnormality). Md20-21 - 1512⁄20398 the filly was found to have ILH (gr 3) on endoscopic
examination after the races.

FANTASTIC HIT

Md19-20 - 2911⁄19619 was slow to start and thereafter lost about 2 lengths and met interference at the

start. Md20-21 - 211⁄21936 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

CAPE COD

Md20-21 - 2011⁄20234 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths. 2412⁄20608 was slow to start losing about

3 lengths, lacked initial speed, trailed and caught up with the field passing the 600 metres. 211⁄219714 planted and took no practical part in
the race.

8th Race The Happy Times Handicap Div - I
SHIELD MAIDEN

Md20-21 -

2011⁄20230

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over

1400 Mts.

was extremely fractious and refused to remain in the starting stall and was

permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds before coming under the Starter’s orders due to injury on left hock.

ROSEBROOK

Md19-20 - 73⁄202062 jumped awkwardly inwards. Md20-21 - 102⁄2112110 reared up as the start was

affected and jumped awkwardly losing about 4 lengths. 172⁄2113410 met interference as the start was affected and again passing the 900
metres.

WONDERFUL ERA

Md20-21 - 112⁄211243 received check soon after the start.

CHOIR

Md19-20 - 151⁄201374 The Sheep Skin Nose band used on came loose in the race. Md20-21 - 252⁄2115013

met interference soon after the start.

STAR FLING

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20596 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping his hands before passing the winning post,

though on a beaten horse, further Jockey reported the loss of whip at about the 350 metres. 102⁄211196 was observed to drop back passing
the 250 metres.

FUN LOVER

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20(54) met interference soon after the start and forcing out forcing out 250 metres till the

winning post.

MIGHTY PRINCESS

Md20-21 - 281⁄211019 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

LADY RHINO

Md19-20 - 231⁄201549 Jockey was fined for injudicious riding while settling his mount in the early stages

of the race. Md20-21 - 1412⁄203310 was found to be lame on both hind due to a sore back.

